
Did Today's Elliott of Scottish Descendency  Come 
From Elliot (Ellet) Area of Angus to Liddesdale?

From;

On the map above one needs to be note is Ellet W.(Elliot 
River) and Ardbirlet (Arbirlot). Is should be noted that they 
both end in let. In the Liddesdale at the later part of the 
sixteenth century, Ellot was the proper spelling. Though 
buildings are at mouth of the Ellet on the map there is no 
town of Ellet listed there though that is the place of the town.



In the seventeeth century it can be seen an Arbirlot K is 
listed along with a church, and trees.

But in 1654 Arbirlot is still listed as Ardbirlet.



In the eighteenth century you can see tree lots were Abirlot is.



Now;



(marked where Ellet would be on the Ellet W.)
Now we can see the Ellet (near the outskirts of Abroath) lined 
with trees, and a church at Arbirlot.

The earliest record which is shown on the Pont map of Ellet 
W is about 1580.

Elliot is on above map.

Given the maps above it is felt that Arbirlot, means 
Arbeirlot, or Arbourlot, a field of trees.



Ardbirlet shows a previous spelling of Arbirlot. Should be 
noted Ellet preferred spelling at the time was Ellot.
It is questionable if Abirlot would have been spelled Aber-elot, 
but since aber is used for communities at the mouth of a river, 
and Ellot is at the mouth of the Ellot river in the sixteenth 
century,it is felt that Ellot may have been referred to as 
Aberellot. 

So the name Ellot relation to Arbirlot.

Is that both words do end in lot, felt to mean a small wooded area.
It also should be noted the Ellot became Elliot and not Elliott, 
retaining the two ls and one t.





Could the Ellot like the Gordons migrated to Liddesdale 
to join the Douglases? (as stated above).



Did the Ellot come in with Robert the Bruce?

When we first look at it and say that in the Scottish Borders 
the name was in its beginnings Elwald, and the name of the 



river in which originated it is Ellot. It should be concluded that 
this can not be. 

The name also may be derived from Alyth. In southwest 
England have found in the sixteenth century Elyot which 
became Eliot. But in near the end of the sixteenth century on 
the Scottish borders it is Ellot, which is derived from Elwald. 
In the seventeenth century the Scots insert or have inserted 
by English writers an “i” into the name, but retain the two “l”s 
and one “t” for the most part, making it Elliot. Though 
nineteen out of twenty Americans today spell the name with 
two ts making Elliott, a lot of traditional Scots spell it Elliot, 
and it is felt in places such a Ulster (Northern Ireland) it still 
may have a two syllable pronunciation such as Allat. So Alyth 
meta-morphed into Elyot on to Eliot with no logic to single or 
double l and/or t. Where from Elwald becomes 
Elwold/Elwood or Ellot. Then by making the Scottish spelling 
Ellot into the English Elliot, an “i” is inserted. This happened 
basically after the Union of the Crowns in the making of 
England at the beginning of the seventeenth century.

The records of the Ellet Water is from 1580, and that is when 
the family in Liddesdale was Ellot. It has been noted that the e 
and o have been interchanged. So it can be said that in 1580 
then name of the river in Angus, and of the Ellot in Liddesdale 
is the same.
Like Hamlot/Hamlet/Home-lot the e and o can be 
interchanged.

Could the Ellot Water been named the Elwald(e) Water? 



The Elliot who took on Bothwell
Published Date: 16 July 2009
By Walter Elliot

“My own theory is that we have been here in the 
Northumbrian/ Borders region since Anglo-Saxon settlers  
came across from northern Germany in the 5th to 8th  
centuries. I base this on the fact that most of the 36 early  
ways of spelling the name are Anglo-Saxon — Aelwold,  
Ellwald, Elaund, Elwaird etc. The name continued written as  
‘Elwalde’ with its variations into the 1500s when it became 
Elyot, Eliot and Ellote. There are no recognisable Gaelic  
spellings and only one Dalliot. I rest my case, but everybody 
will continue to believe as they wish anyway.”

Need to include above. Walter Elliot had done a lot of research 
and is well written on the manner. If anyone has his email, 
please foreword.

The above gives some of the problems the writer will be 
getting into explain why the Elwald could have come from 
Elliot Water of Angus. 

First of all Elwald is a derivative into the spelling of King 
Elwald I, an eighth century king of Northumbria, which at later 
times became a personal name then used as a sir name 
which became a last name of a clan which came from the area 



of the Picts, and may have taken the name from a river in 
Angus with that name.

Easily said that Walter Elliot is correct, and if the readers do 
not want to go on with my explanation, and except Walter 
Elliot as correct it is more than understandable. But it is felt 
that Walter Elliot and I basically concur if it comes from a river 
in Angus it would have to have the name Elwald or similar. 
Elwald being that of a Northumbrian and not a word or name 
of the Picts may also be agreed upon.

Another complication to the explanation, unlike the Gordon 
moving to the borders and leaving Gordons behind, no 
Elwald(e) have been found in the region of what is now the 
Elliot Water in Angus, during the fifteenth and sixteenth 
century.

But with migration stories there always seems to be some 
truth in them.

Also given

Chronicles of the Armstrongs; (1902)
Author:Armstrong, James Lewis
Subject:Armstrong family
Publisher:Jamaica, Queensborough, N.Y., The Marion press





 In Chronicles of the Armstrongs; (1902) author:James Lewis 
Armstrong, obviously feels that the Elwald of the borders were there 
concurantly with the Amstrongs, which use a strong arm as there 
symbol.





Such as shown on the seal of John Armstrong.
In support the sceat (coin) minted by King Elwald I.

As the reader can see it has a deer/elk like animal on it.
The Armstrong have an arm as their symbol,it means they are 
with strong arms. If Elwald have a deer like animal for there 
symbol to me it is felt they are deer like. They blend in and can 
come out of the woods with their antlers aimed. It is felt that 
Elwald may have had a meaning but the symbolic meaning of 
the symbol of the deer like animal may have came to 
represent the meaning of the word Elwald which evolve into 
Elwold/Elwood(woods)or Ellot, which is meant like a deer 
having the meaning of the woods. May be the Elwood as 



Birnam Wood, with the Armstrongs. But in that early of date it 
is doubtful that Elwald would have been used as a sir name, 
since they were not in use at the time.

It should be noted that it is felt that the ending lot/let, was not 
in use before the sixteenth century, so it is felt if Elwald 
evolved from Elwald to Ellot about 1535 then the Elwald 
River in Angus most likely evolved from Elwald Water to Ellot 
Water about 1535. This would be keeping the name Scottish.

Now how would the Elwald name be given to the river in the 
first place?

It states that modern archeology has determined the foot 
prints of St. Ninian quite clearly, and Abirlot is one of those 



prints. 

It should be noted that St. Ninian predates King Elwald I.
Would later church officials name the river Elwald or after King 
Elwald I. It should be noted that a lot of nations use religion 
and naming land after kings or other monarchy to expand their 
influence.

St Ninian is before and priest Elwald is after King Elwald I.
So it is quite possible that the river in Angus is named after 
King Elwald I; Elwald Water.

Is there an indication in which an Elwald may be from Abirlot.



Abirlot early church was of the Abbey of Arbroath, diocese of 
St. Andrews and dedicated to St. Ninian. Andrew and Ninian, 
are names of Elwalde of fifteenth century Liddesdale.



John Elwald in 1417 is the rector the University of St. 
Andrews. Notice Pope Martin and Martin is a St of Scotland.
Elwald Liddesdale names;John, Ninian, Andrew and Martin.





Now in 1420 we have a John Elwald rector of the University of 
St Andrews, with Abirlot as part of the St Andrews diocese.

Elwaldsyde



Full Planning Application 06/02664/FUL
102 West Port
(West Port House)
Edinburgh
EH3 9HS
Culture and Leisure
The proposed development site lies within Edinburgh’s UNESCO World
Heritage site, situated within the medieval suburb of Elwaldside/Pokitscleiff.
This suburb grew along the main medieval road leading westwards from the
Grassmarket and West Port, located at the southern end of the Grassmarket.
The early origins of this suburb are not known, though it is likely that it was
established around the time that construction was started on the Kings
Stables (located at the foot of castle rock) in 1335 AD. The earliest known
property deeds for the area date to AD 1454, though a Nicholas Elwald is
known to have owned property in the vicinity of the suburb in AD 1427.

It should be noted there was Nicolas (a name not found in Liddesdale) Elwald in 
a suburb of Edinburgh in 1427-1454. It is felt that it may not have referred to the 
family name of Elwald, but may note the Elwaldside of Edinburgh. The side of 
Edinburgh which is of the woods.



Now the Thieves of Leven (Levyn)



Scot of Bukcluch (Buccleach)



William and Rolland are of Thorlishope, that it is felt where the Elwald 
had their start in the Liddesdale region.



In the above one can about figure out that the Thieves of Levyn are 
made up of Douglas, Elwalde, and Scot. Walter Scott of Edschaw.

Location of the mouth of the Elliot (Ellot/Elwald?) water is where the 
arrow is. St. Andrews and Edinburgh(Elwaldside) is on the map.
It is felt Nicholas Elwald is not a relative. No Nicholas Elwald/Ellot 
found in the Liddesdale region.  

Elliot (Ellot/Elwald?) Water near Arborath, St Andrew, Loch Leven 
Castle (Douglas owned at “A”), Elwaldsyde near Edinburgh.



It should be noted that the Robert Ellat of Reidheuch line had a level 
of literacy which is unlike what would be found in the Liddesdale 
region, so it is felt there is easily a connection with a John Elwald 
rector of the University of St Andrews in 1416. Of this line there is a 
John, Andrew, Ninian and Martin (St John, St Andrew, St Ninian, and 
St Martin, Saints of Scotland). The old Abirlot Church is said to be 
dedicated to St Ninian, and was part of the St Andrews diocese. 
Modern archeological methods shows that missionary St Ninian had 
been in Abirlot. This visit by St Ninian to Abirlot would have proceeded 
the time of which King Elwald I was king of Northumbrian, but a 
personal name of priest Elwald would be afterwords. One way for 
Northumbrain to established land in the land of the Picts would to 
name a river after the name of a Northumbrain King. To name it 
Elwald. The ending of lot/let does not seem to be used until the 
sixteenth century. The sir name of Elwald most likely would not be 
used until the time of Robert the Bruce in the Borders of Scotland, but 
very unlikely the sir name would be use in the time of Birnam Wood.
The Douglas had land at Angus, Levyn Lock and in Liddesdale, and 
some Elwalde were referred to as Thieves/Traitors of Lyven with 
Douglases.  It is felt that the sir name was taken on by people who 
came from the Abirlot region, and not those of the region. This is quite 
common where clans will take their name from the river drainage 
basin from which they came.

If there are any questions of commits please contact;

Mark Elliott  melliott.nm@gmail.com   8/23/2010

mailto:melliott.nm@gmail.com


 


	Elliot is on above map.

